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She publishes extensively having close to book chapters and articles as well as being co-editor of special
issues for family journals. This has included involvement in the planning, collection, and assessment of data
for many surveys around the world including: the Nihon University Longitudinal Study of Aging in Japan, the
Mexican Family Life Study, and the Chinese Health and Retirement Study. Interdisciplinary by inclination
and training, her perspective is feminist and critical. Renate Mihatsch, Revolver. Jon Hendricks received the
Kleemeier Award from the Gerontological Society of Ameria for his distinguished research. Liz Lloyd. Her
publications focus on the life course; the meaning of age; the meaning of a good old age well-being ; cultural
transformations, globalization and old age; and anthropological theories of age. His doctoral research
evaluated whether intergenerational volunteering enhanced quality of life for persons with mild to moderate
dementia. Hendricks is affiliated with Oregon State University. She is the recipient of a large number of
research grants from competitive national and international foundations like the Us-Israel Bi-National
Foundation. Jennifer R. Professor Glendinning has a long-standing interest in comparative research and is
currently contributing to two cross-European studies of long-term care reform. Affordances for Practice.
Fishman's sociological research centers on the empirical investigation of the commercialization and
commodification of new biomedical technologies. Daniel R. Her research focuses on successful human
development across the life course with particular emphasis on the relations between wisdom, religion,
spirituality, aging well, and dying well. Alwin is the Tracy Winfree and Ted H. Martin's Press, Most of
Binstock's publications deal with policies and politics affecting aging. More specifically, Douthit's work
explores the relationships between late life brain health and cumulative life course advantage and
disadvantage. She serves as Associate Editor for a number of journals. His current scholarship focuses on the
implications of population processes for research on cognitive aging, as well as on the linkage between social
structures and health inequalities. Robert H. Achenbaum is currently working on Leaving a Legacy with H. He
is editorial advisor to a number of international journals and receives regular national and international
invitations as a speaker, researcher and policy advisor. Roach, M. He has published extensively on these and
related topics and is the recipient of numerous prestigious awards, grants, and special university honors.
Overall, the show was a mix of the familiar and new ideas. Along with Peter Whitehouse, Dr. He also is an
adjunct professor of geriatric and palliative care and a senior fellow in the Institute of Spirituality and Health,
both in the Houston, Texas Medical Center. Whether your interest was in platforms, ad networks, cross
channel marketing or the challenges facing ad agencies or simply looking for potential clients or partners,
ad:tech was the place to be. He has co-edited textbooks for the British Society of Gerontology, and made
contributions to various handbooks on the subjects of Gerontology, Clinical Psychology and Spirituality. His
research has received continuous support from the National Institute on Aging since Mackay, W.

